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THE INVARIANT SUBSPACE STRUCTURE

OF NONSELFADJOINT CROSSED PRODUCTS

BY

BARUCH SOLEL

Abstract. Let £ be the von Neumann algebra crossed product determined by a

finite von Neumann algebra M and a trace preserving '-automorphism a of M. We

study the invariant subspace structure of the subalgebra £+ of £ consisting of those

operators whose spectrum with respect to the dual automorphism group on £ is

nonnegative. We investigate the conditions for two invariant subspaces 911, and 9H2

(with Qu Q2 the corresponding orthogonal projections) to satisfy Qt — RVQ2R*V for

some partial isometry R0 in £'. We use this analysis to find the general form of a

o-weakly closed subalgebra of £ that contains £+ .

1. Introduction. This paper extends some of the results of [2, 3, 4 and 8]. We are

interested in the invariant subspace structure of certain subalgebras of von Neu-

mann algebras constructed as crossed products of finite von Neumann algebras by

trace preserving automorphisms. These subalgebras are called nonselfadjoint crossed

products.

The setting here is the following. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a faithful

normal finite and normalized trace <p, and let a be a *-automorphism of M such that

<p o a = (¡p. Form the Hubert space L2 = /2(Z) ® L2(M, <p) and consider the opera-

tors Lx, x E M, and Ls defined on L2 by the formulae Lx = I ® x and Ls = S ® u,

where S is the usual bilateral shift on /2(Z), and u is the unitary operator on

L2(M, <p) that implements a. The von Neumann algebra crossed product determined

by M and a is defined to be the von Neumann algebra £ generated by {Lx: x E M)

(= £(M)) and Ls, while the nonselfadjoint crossed product is the a-weakly closed

subalgebra £+ generated by £(M) and the positive powers of Ls. Let H2 be the

subspace /2(Z+ ) ® L2(M, <p) of L2. We say that a subspace <D1t of L2 is invariant if

£+ 9H Ç 91L. It is pure if C~)n>0 ££911 = {0}. If every pure invariant subspace 911 is

of the form 91L = RVH2, where Rv is a partial isometry in the commutant of £, we

shall say that the BLH theorem (i.e., the Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem) is valid.

(The BLH theorem is usually regarded as describing the invariant subspaces of the

unilateral shift.)

In [4] it is shown that the following three conditions are equivalent:

(1) a acts trivially on the center of M.

(2) The BLH theorem is valid.
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826 BARUCH SOLEL

(3) Each a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ that contains £+ is of the form

Leñ © (1 — Le)t+ , where e is a projection in the center of M and a(e) = e.

In general, the BLH theorem is not valid. What we can do is study the conditions

for two invariant subspaces 911,, 9lt2 to satisfy 911, = Rfl\l2 f°r some partial

isometry Ä0 E £'. In [2], M. McAsey used the notion of multiplicity function

(associated with a pure invariant subspace) in the case where M is commutative and

found that, in this case, two pure invariant subspaces 911,, 91t2, with multiplicity

functions m,, m2 respectively, satisfy: m] < m2 if and only if £>, = RVQ2R*U (where

Q¡ is the projection onto 911,) for some partial isometry Ru E £'. The multiplicity

functions of pure invariant subspaces were further studied in [8].

Our objective here is to extend this notion to the noncommutative case using an

operator valued trace on £(M)' (see §2). Doing this, we manage to associate, with

each pure invariant subspace 911, a function $(^(911)) on the maximal ideal space X

of the center of M, such that ^(PCDH,)) =s ̂ (/»(gn^) if and only if g, = RVQ2R*V

for some partial isometry Rv E £' (so that 911, = Rjüt2).

The validity of the BLH theorem is related to the maximality of 4>(P(H2)) among

the functions that can be obtained as </>(^(91t)) for some pure invariant subspace

911. This set of functions is completely described in Theorem 3.7, which is the main

result of §3.

In §4 we find the general form of a a-weakly closed subalgebra of ß that contains

£+ (see Theorem 4.5).

We also show (in Proposition 3.10 and Corollary 4.6) that our results really extend

results of [3 and 4].

We tried to keep our definitions and notations as close as possible to those of [3].

We also want to note that throughout the paper, "a projection" always means "an

orthogonal projection" and "a subspace" means "a closed subspace."

2. Preliminaries and the definition of </>. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra

with a faithful and normal finite trace (¡p. We will assume that M is in standard form

and identify it with the von Neumann algebra of left multiplierions on L2( A/, cp) (see

[7]). The algebra A/' is its commutant on L2(M, <p). Since M has a generating and

separating vector, M' is also finite. We will write Z for M D M' and identify it with

LX{X, v) for some locally compact Hausdorff space X with a probability measure v

such that

(fdv = <p(f),     feu°(x,v).
Jx

We fix once and for all a normal, *-automorphism a of M which preserves <p; i.e.,

9 o a = ¡p. The following proposition appears in [3].

Proposition 2.1. Let L2, = {/: Z -> M; f(n) = 0 for all but finitely many n}. Then

with respect to pointwise addition and scalar multiplication and the operations defined

by equations (l)-(3), L2, is a Hilbert algebra with identity \¡/ defined by \¡/(0) = IM, and

^(«) = 0,«^=0.
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(1) (/*g)(«)=   2f(k)a"(g(n-k)),
kez

(2) (/*)(«)=[«"(/(-»))]•,

(3) (/,*> =   2  (/(*), *(*))*(*,).
tez

Note  that  the  Hubert  space  completion  L2  of  L2,  is   {/:   Z — L2(M, tp);

2nezl|/(«)ll^(M,v)<°o}-
For/in Lq, we define operators L, and Rf on L2 by Lfg — f* g and Rfg = g * f,

g E L2. Both Lf and Ay are well-defined, bounded operators, and we set £ = {La

V-
onte   if*    1   *^     Thj^»»-  t"iir»n   of»    r     lira  «into    1-Î allu "7 J

determines. It is known that the map /' -» Lf [resp. / -> Ä|] is a ""-isomorphism [resp.

*-anti-isomorphism] from L°° onto £ [resp. 51]. Moreover, £ and 51 are finite von

Neumann algebras with 51' = £. We call L°° the selfadjoint or uon Neumann algebra

crossed product determined by M, <p, and a and refer to £ and 51 as the left and right

regular representations of it.

The original algebra M is identified with the subalgebra {xty: x E M) of Lx, and

we write Lx (and Rx) for Lxx¡/ (and Ä,^). We have, for/ E L2,

(Lx/)(ii) = */(«)    and    (Rxf)(n)=f(n)a»(x).

f E L2,}", 6Jl = {Rf: f E L2,}". Also, we define L°° to be the achieved Hilbert algebra

of all bounded elements in L2. For such an/, we write Lf and Rf for the operators it

We write £(M) = {Lx: x E A/} and 5l( A/) = (Äx: x E A/}.

If we let Ô be defined by o(n) = 0 if n ¥= 1, 0(1) = /w, then it is easy to check that

£ is the von Neumann algebra generated by £(Af) and Ls and, similarly, 5L is

generated by 51 (A/) and Rs.

The automorphism group {ß,}teR of £ dual to a in the sense of Takesaki [9] is

implemented by the unitary representation of R, {W,}reR, defined by

(Wtf)(n) = e2'""f(n),      /EL2;

that is, ß,(Lf)= W,LfW*. Similarly, ß,(Rf) = WtRfW*. It is easy to see that

ß,{Lf) = Lwf for / in L00 and similarly for Rf. One can check that the spectral

resolution of {W^},eR is given by

00

Wt=     2    e2™'En,
n= — oo

where En is the projection on L2 defined by

{EJ){k)=\{^    * = "•
(0, k¥= n.

The restriction of En to L00 will be denoted by e„, and we shall write en(L/) = Le(/)

and e„{Rf) = Rc (fy We have

e„= fle-2wi%dt,

where the integral converges in the a-weak topology when applied to operators.
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We define H2 = {/ E L2: /(«) = 0, n < 0}, and we let #°° be L00 n #2. We refer

to H°° as the nonselfadjoint crossed product determined by M and a. Also, we set

£+ = {Lf. f E #°°} and 5l+ = {Rf: f E Z/00}.

The algebra £+ (resp. 5l+ ) is the a-weakly closed algebra generated by Ls and

£(M) (resp. Rs and 51(911)) (see [3, Theorem 2.2]).

In studying the invariant subspaces of £+ we will need the following definitions.

We shall say that a subspace 911 of L2 is: left-invariant, if £+ 9H Ç 9H; left-reduc-

ing, if £911 Ç 91L; left-pure, if 91L contains no left-reducing subspace; and left-full if

the smallest left-reducing subspace containing 9H is L2 (throughout the paper, a

subspace means a closed subspace). The right-hand versions are defined similarly,

and a subspace that is both left- and right-invariant will be called two-sided

invariant. In order to shorten the writing, whenever we refer to a subspace as being

invariant, reducing, pure or full, we mean that it is left-invariant, left-reducing, etc.

The following result is Proposition 3.1 in [3].

Proposition 2.2. Let 91L be an invariant subspace in L2. Then

(1)911 reduces £(M');

(2) 91L reduces £ if and only if ^reduces Ls;

(3) 9H « pure if and only if A n^0 L"scJl = {0} ; and

(4) 91L is full if and only if V n5S0 L"sGJl= L2.

If 9H is an invariant subspace, then the subspace 91 = 91L Q LS91L is a wandering

subspace; i.e., Lg% and Lg% are orthogonal when n ¥^ m. We can write 91L =

2~=0©Li!918 91^, where 911^ = An„0L29H. Clearly 911^ is a reducing sub-
space and 2^=0 © L£9l is a pure invariant subspace. Since each reducing subspace is

of the form ReL2 for a suitable projection e in Lx (see [5]), the analysis of the

invariant subspace structure of £+ may be reduced to the analysis of the pure

invariant subspaces. For such a subspace 91L, denote by ^(911) the orthogonal

projection onto 91L 0 LS91L. A projection on a wandering subspace will be called a

wandering projection. Thus, with every pure invariant subspace 91L we have associ-

ated a wandering projection />(91t) such that the range of the projection

S*=o Lj/>(91l)Ls" is 911. Also note that, since 911 is invariant, it reduces £( M) and,

therefore, .P(91t) lies in £(A/)'. Conversely, if P, in £(A/)\ is a wandering projec-

tion, then the range of 2^=0 L^PL^", denoted 911(7*), is a pure invariant subspace.

It is shown in [3, Theorem 3.2] that when 911,, /' = 1,2, is a pure invariant

subspace of L2, and Q; is the orthogonal projection onto 911;, then />(91L2) < /*(cfTL, )

(in £(A/)') if and only if there is a partial isometry Rv in 51- such that Q2 - RvQt R*v

(in this event 91t2 = Ä„91L,). One can also check, following the proof of this result,

that if P(9H,) ~ .P(91l2), then we can have RVR*V > Q2 and R*VRV > Qx.

Therefore, in order to analyze the invariant subspace structure we will study the

relation " ^ " among the wandering projections of £( A/)'. We will do this using the

£(Z)-trace on £(A/)' (where £(Z) = {Lc: c E Z) = £(M) n £(A/)'). Let

5\ = {P E £( A/)': P is a wandering projection}.

We will define an £(Z)-trace following [1, Chapter III, §4]. The algebra £(Z) is

*-isomorphic to the algebra L°°(X, v) (since Z is *-isomorphic to £(Z)). Define % to
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be the set of nonnegative measurable functions, finite or not, on X (we identity two

functions in % if they are different only on a set of measure zero). In some cases we

will write £(Z) instead of %. This should not cause any confusion since Z can be

identified with £(Z).

Definition. An t{Z)-trace on £(A/)'+ (the positive cone of £(A/)') is a map <#>,

defined on £(M)'+ , with values in %, satisfying:

(1) If T, S E £(M)'+ , then <¡>(S +T) = <¡>(S) + <¡>(T).

(2) If 5 E £(M)'+ and T E £(Z)+ , then <t>(TS) = T<t>(S).

(3) If S E £(A/)'+ and U E £( A/)' is a unitary operator, then <¡>(USU*) = <f>(S).

We say that <i> is faithful if whenever 5 lies in £(A/)'+ and <t>(S) = 0, then 5 = 0.

We say that 4> is finite if £(£( A/)'+ ) Ç £(Z)+ and semifinite if, for every 5 7e 0 in

£(A/)'+ , there is an operator T E £(A/)'+ , T ^ 0, such that 7/< S and <>(r) E

£(Z)+.

We say that </> is normal if, for each increasing net {Sa} in £(Af)'+ , supaf>(S'a) =

4>(supaSa).

We note that when we write just "trace", and not "£(Z)-trace", we always mean

a numerical trace.

Lemma 2.3. The algebra Eq'l{M)'Eq is unitarily isomorphic to A/'. In particular, E0

is a finite projection in £(M )'.

Proof. The operator U: E0(L2) -» L2(M, <p) defined by Uf = f(0) is an isometry

from the range of E0 onto L2(M, <p). It is easy to check that U*MU = t(M)E0.

Thus E0£{M)'E0 = (l?(Af )£„)' = (U*MU)' = U*MV.    □

Since £(A/)' is a semifinite algebra, there is a semifinite normal faithful trace t

defined on £(M)'+ . Since <p, restricted to Z+ (= LX(X, v)+ ) is a semifinite normal

faithful trace (on Z+ ), there is a semifinite normal faithful trace w defined on % that

extends «p (see [1, pp. 244-245]). In fact, u(S) - fxSdv, Sel Using [1, Proposi-

tion 3, p. 247], we can find a unique normal £(Z)-trace <>0 such that t = w ° d»0.

Since t is faithful, so is <J>0. Also, t is semifinite and w is faithful; hence </>0 is

semifinite (see [1, Proposition 2, p. 246]).

Since E0 is a finite projection in £( A/)', we have t(E0) < oo; hence, fx<j>0(E0) dv

< oo and <i>0(^o) < °°< a-e- ^ ^o(E0)N — 0 for some nonzero projection N in £(Z),

then <¡>0(E0N) = 0, which implies, by faithfulness of <#>0, that E0N = 0. This is

impossible, since if N = L(., c E Z, c ^ 0, then (E0N4/)(0) = c ^ 0 (where ^(0) =

/«. >M«) = 0 for n # 0). Thus, 0 < <¡>0(£0) < °°, a.e.

This allows us to define another £(Z)-trace by

*(r) = %(T)^{Eoy\       7E£(A/)V    .

It follows that <j> is the unique, faithful, normal, semifinite £(Z)-trace that maps £0

into / (for uniqueness see [1, Theorem 2, p. 248]).

The £(Z)-trace <f> induces a map p, from (E0£(M)'E0)+ into (£(Z)£0)+ , by

p(T) = Erf,(T),       TE(£0£(A/)£0)+.

The map p is actually a finite, faithful, normal, center-valued trace on

(E0£(M)'E0)+ . To check that, for each c E (£(Z)£0)+ (where £(Z)£0 is the
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center of £0£( A/)'£0), p(c) = c, write c = c,£0 where c, E £(Z). Then

p(c) = E0<¡>(c) = £0<i)(c,£0) = c,£0<i>(£0) = c,£0 = c.

All the above-mentioned properties of p follow from the corresponding properties of

<í>-

Let G denote the set {g E L°°(X, v); LgE0 = p(P), P is a projection in

£0£(A/)'£0}. Since Lg£0 = LfE0 implies g = f (g, f Œ L°°(X, v)), we have S = {g

E L°°(X, v); Lg = 4>(P), F is a projection in £0£(A/)'£0}. Identifying £0£(A/)'£0

with A/', and £(Z) with Z, we can say that (3 is the image of the dimension function

on the projections of A/'.

Lemma 2.4. Let Q be a projection in £0£(A/)'£0 with (¡>(Q) = Lf, f E Z. 77ie«

LSQL*S lies in £(A/)' and $(LSQL*S) = La(/).

Proof. Let p be the unique, faithful, normal, center-valued trace defined, as

above, by p(T) = E0<t>(T). For T E £0£( A/)'£0, R*SLSTL$R8 also lies in £0£( A/)'£0

(since   R*SLSE0L^RS — R^EiRs = £0),    and   we   can   define   p,(£) =

ct-\p(R*sLsTL$Rs)),   rE(£0£(M)'£0)+   (where a-'(£,£())  is  defined  to  be

La-i(/)£0). Then, for each LfE0 E (£(Z)£0)+ ,

p^iio) = a-'ípÍASL.L^oLJA,)) = a-ipiRtL^RsRÎE^))

= «"'(p(L«(/)£o)) = a_I(L«(/)£o) = L/£o-

Hence p, is also a center-valued trace and, thus, px= p, and this completes the

proof.    D

Suppose £, F are projections in £(A/)'. From the trace properties of <i> it follows

that:

(l)£~£implies <#>(£) = </>(£)•

(2) £ ^ £ implies <i>(£) < </>(£).

(3) If £ < £and £ •* £, then <i>(£) < <£(£), providing </>(£) < oo.

(4) If <£(£) < <i>(^) < oo, then £ ^ £.

This is proved as follows: assume £ £ £; then g^ 5= ß£ and g£ -*- QE for some

projection ß in £(Z); hence, £><>(£) = <t>(QE) < <t>(QE) = ô<i>(£), which con-

tradicts our hypothesis.

(5) If ^>(£) = <i>(£) < oo, then E ~ F (follows immediately from (4)).

Corollary 2.5. Suppose 911,, i — 1,2, is a pure invariant subspace such that

<K£(91t,))< oo. Then <i>(£(91L2)) < ¿>(£(91l,)) if and only if there is a partial

isometry Rv, in 51, such that Q2 = RVQ\R^ (where Q¡ is the projection onto 9H,). (We

will later see that the condition </>(£( 9H,)) < oo is redundant.)

3. What is $(#,)? Define % = {/e2: /= lx=0(k + gk)Nk + cc ■ Nx, Nk are

projections in U°(X, v) with NkNj = 0, k ¥=j, and Nx + 2^=0Nk = I, gk E £}.

Also, let C denote the set of projections N in Z satisfying a(A^) = JV, and let ÍF, be

{/ E SqI <p(fN) < <p(N ) whenever JV E C}. The main result of this section is that

¿»(51,) = £(5,) (= {L^: /E f,}). This will completely analyze the invariant space

structure with respect to the relation Q2 = RVQXR* where 91L, = Q¡(L2) (see

Corollary 2.5).
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Now, let % be the set of projections in £(A/)'.

Lemma 3.1. </>(%) = £(%).

Proof. We will use the following notation: whenever N is a. projection in

L°°(X, i>), Ñ will denote a subset of X with N = Xn (unique when we ignore sets of

measure zero). Conversely, when N is a subset of X, N is the corresponding

projection in LX(X, v).

Suppose P lies in % and denote by Pn the projection link=0Ek (in %), then

<t>(P„) = (n+ 1)1. Since <t>(P) E £(£), $(P) = Lf,f<E %. Let Nk be the set \x E X:

k *£ f(x) < k + 1} (well defined up to a set of measure zero). We have

kNk^Nkf<(k + \)Nk,       oo>k>0,

and

kLNk = <*>(£„/*_,) < 4>{LNP) < 4>{LNPk) = (k+ l)LNk.

Fix 0 < k < oo. Then there are £, £ E % such that

LNPk-i~F<LNP~E<LNPk

and

0 *£ LNP -F< LNPk - LNPk_x = LNEk ~ LNE0.

Hence LN P - F ~ Ç < Lw £0 for some £> E ÇP0, and

*(LNP) - kNk = <¡>{LNf -F) = <¡>(Q) E £(6).

Hence,

<¡>(LNP) = kLNt + LNLgk,       gkE6.

This holds for each 0 < k < oo. For k = co we have 4>(LNP) = <x>- LN   (where

co • 0 = 0 • oo = 0); and, thus,

00

</>(/>) =  2 *(LNP) + 4>(LNJ) E £(%).
k = 0

For the other direction, let /be in %, and let gk be in ß such that

00

/=  2 (k + gk)Nk+^-Nx,
k=0

where Nk are projections in L°°(X, v), NkNj = 0 when k ¥=j, and Nx + 2f=0 Nk = I.

In order to show that Lf lies in </>(%), it will suffice to produce, for each 0 < k ^ oo,

a projection Qk in %, with

<f>(0 k) = kl + Lgk,   k<*>,       and       4>(QX) = oo.

Indeed, if ßÄ E 5q are such projections, then

</> 2 ô^ + ôoo^J =¿/-
\ A: = 0 /

For 0 < /c < oo, there is a projection Fk E £0£(A/)'£0 with §(Fk) — Lgk (since

gfc E 6); then <*>(£* + 2£=¿£„) = */+ £g4, so we let Qk be £, + lk„Zl0E„. For

fc = oo, let Q be 7, and we are done.    D
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Lemma 3.2. (1) /// E ß, then a(f) E ß.

(2) ///„ f2 E 6, thenf, A/2 E ßandf-f, A/2 E 6.

(3) ///,, /2e6, iÄe« the function

f(x) = J/l(x) +/2(x)' /lW +/2(x) * l>

l/,(x) + /2(x) — 1,     otherwise,

lies in Q.

Proof. (1) Let L7 be <f>(ß), ß a projection in £0£(A/)'£0. Then La(/) =

<I>(R*SLSQL$RS) (by Lemma 2.4) and R*SLSQL$RS also lies in £0£(A/)'£0.

(2) If <f>(ß,) = Ly(, i = 1, 2, then/ = /, A/2 = A7,/, + A/2/2 for some projections

A/„ A/2 in ¿"(A', y) with JV,^ = 0, A/, + A/2 = /. Thus L7 = ^(L^ß, + LW2Ô2) E

£(ß). For the other part, /, -/, A/2 = N2(fx — f2) and, since $(LNQX) — LNL^

> LN Lf = <f>(LNiQ2), there is some projection £ E % such that LNiQ\ ~ E <

L^ßj. We have V(¿w2oi -E) = LNi(Lf¡ - L/2); hence, /, -/, A/2 £ ß. Simi-

larly,/, -/, A /2 E ß.

(3) For some projections Nu N2 in L°°( X, v) with JV, JV2 = 0, Nx + A/2 = /, we have

/= #,(/, +/2) + Wi +/2 - 1) and </>(ß,) = £/,, i = 1, 2, ß, E %, ß, < £0.

Since

•KßiL/v,) = ¿/^/v, * L/v, ~" LhLN, - LNt - ${Q2Ln) = <K£o¿rv, - Q2LN),

there is some £ E % with Q\LN] ~ £ < E0LN¡ — Q2LN¡. Therefore, LN[(Lf, + Lfi)

= <¡>(LNl(Q2 + £)), so A/,(/, + f2) E G. Similarly, N2(f¡ +/2 - 1) E ß;' hence / £

ß.    D

As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, we obtain

Lemma 3.3. Letf, i = 1, 2, be in %; then

(l)fx+f2e%;
(2)iff]>f2,thenf]-f2E%;
(3)/,A/2Ëf0;

(4) a(f) E %, i =1,2 (where a(co • NJ = oo • a(A^)).

We now proceed to define, for each / E %, two other elements of %, to be

denoted by /?(/) and y(/), that will play an essential role in the proof of the main

result.

But first we define, by induction, a sequence {/}°L0 of functions in % as follows:

/o=/Al,       /*=(/-  SVJ A (l-*2 «*-"(/.))■
\ n = 0      / \ « = 0 /

For each k, fk lies in £F0 (Lemma 3.3) and we can define ß(f) to be 1x=0fn =

sup*2£=0/„. For each k>Q,fk<f- 2*I0/„; hence j8(/) </. Similarly, for each

A:=*0,A< 1 — 2*=¿ a*-"(/J; hence,

2 «-"(/J = a-*(/t + *2 «*""(/„)) < a"*(l) = 1;
n = 0 \ n=0 /

thus we can define y(f) to be 2£=0 «""(/„) (= suP/t2*=0 «""(/„)) and y(/) < 1.
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Lemma 3.4. For each fE% there are projections {ß„}"=0 with the following

properties:

(1) Q„ £ £0£(M)'£0, Qßj = 0 if i + j;
(2)<l>ax=0Q„) = Ly{n;

(3)<t>(l~=0L"sQnL^) = Lß(f).
Therefore, Lß(f) and Ly(f) lie in </>(5),) (recall that 5>, is the set of the wandering

projections in t(M)').

Proof. For each n > 0, a~"(f„) lies in % (by Lemma 3.3). Also we have

«"(/«) < 1; hence a~"(fn) lies in ß and, by the definition of ß, there is a projection

Q„ in £0£(A/)'£0 with <f>(ß„) = £„-»(/J. Since Z™=0a~"(fn) < 1, we can choose

{Qn)n=o in sucn a manner that ß„ßm = 0 whenever n ¥= m. From Lemma 2.4 we get

<t>(L»8Q„L¿») = Lh

and <t>(2x=0L"sQnLs") = Lß(f) (note that {LnsQnLs"}x=0 is an orthogonal family of

projections since L"sQkL^n < £„). It is only left to prove that 2'x=0LgQnL$" lies in

51, (2^=o ß„ clearly does, since Q„ < £0 for each n). For this, it suffices to show that,

for each k ¥= 0, Lks(L"sQ„Lsn)Lsk is orthogonal to L^QmLsm for every n, m E Z.

But

Lks(L"sQnLe")LskLZQmLr < £,+n£m;

thus we can take k = m — n, and then we have L™QnQmL$m = 0 (since 0 ^ k = n

— m).

Note that, since $(#,) ç <#>(%) = Z(%), j8(/) and y(/) lie in f0.    D

Lemma 3.5. Forf E ÍF0, the following statements hold:

(1) //, /or eac/i projection NEC (i.e., N E Z and a(N) = N), <p(fN) =£ q>(N),

thenß(f)=f.
(2) For each projection N E C, (p(ß(f)N) = <p(y(f)N).

(3) //, /or iowe NEC, <p(fN) > <p(N), then there is another projection Q £ C,

ß « A/, iuc/i that y(f)Q = Qandß(f)Q< fQ.
(4) J?o/A y(/) and ß(f) lie in f,.

Proof. Fix fE %. By definition, ß(f) = 2*=0/„ and y(/) = 2?=0 «""(/,) for

the sequence {fn}x=0 constructed by induction from/. For NEC, ß(f)N = 2/„A/

and y(f)N = 2a -"(/,)A/. Hence,

<p(ß(f)N) = 2<P(f„N) = 2H<x-"(fnN)) = 2v(«""(/J^) = <p(y(/)a).

This proves (2). To prove (1) assume <p(fN) < <p(A/) for each NEC, and ß(f)¥=f.

Let A/0 be the set (x £ JV: ß(f)(x) <f(x)}; then KA/0) > 0. In particular,/>/0 on

A/0. But /0 =/A 1; hence /0 = 1 on A/0 and also y(/) — 1 on Ñ0. For /c > 0,

2kn=ofn<ß(f)<f on 4 implies that /*</- 2*I0/B there. Therefore, on A>0,

/* = l-25=¿«*""(/.) and> consequently, 2*=0 «""(/) = 1 and */)=! on

o_*(iV0). Let Ñ be the set U~=0a_A:(A/0). Then y(f) = 1 on Ñ and A/ lies in C.

Since /?(/) </on A?0 Ç A/, we have y(ß(f)N)<<p(fN)(N0 was assumed to have a

positive measure). Therefore,

<p(/2V) > <p(j8(/)iV) = <p(y(f)N) = «p(AT).
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The last equality follows from the fact that y(f)= 1 on Ñ. We obtained a

contradiction and, thus, proved (1).

Now assume <p(fN)><p(N) for some projection NEC. Let A0 be the set

{x E N: y(f)(x) < 1}. In particular,/0 < 1 on A0, but since/, =/A l,/0 =/and

also ß(f)=f on N0. For k > 0, 2Í=0 a ""(/„)< 1 on A/0 implies /4 < 1 -

2*=¿a*_"(/B) on a*(JV0) and, consequently, ß(f)=f on UJl0a*(#0) (to be

denoted by A?, ). Since

<p(fNl) = <p(ß(f)N}) = <p(y(f)N:)<<p(N,)    and   <p(JN) > <p(N),

we have y(f(N - A,)) > <p(A/ - A,) (note that A/, £ À and A, EC). Let ß denote

the projection N — A,. Then ß lies in C and y(f)= 1 on ß (since A0 Ç A,). If

ß(f)Q=/Q, then (p(/ß) = (jp(y3(/)ß) = <p(Y(/)ß) = cp(ß), contradicting what

we have seen above. Therefore, ß(f)Q< fQ.

We now turn to statement (4). Since y(f)< 1, clearly (p(y(f)N) < <p( A) for each

AE C. For/?(/)wehave<p(/?(/)A) = <p(y(f)N) < <p(A/); hence /?(/) also lies in

#,.    D

Lemma 3.6. Lei Q be a projection in C and £,, / = 1, 2, û projection in 5', satisfying

the following conditions:

(i)4>(F1LQ)<4>(F2LQ)<cc,and

(iï)2x=_xL"sF]LQLs" = LQ.

Then there is a unitary operator U E 51 such that UFlLAJ* = £2Lq and <i>(F{Lq) =

¿>(£2£e).

Proof. Since <i>(£,Lß) ̂  <¡>(F2LQ) < oo, there exist a projection £ in £(A/)' and

a partial isometry Win t(M)' such that £,Lß = W*W, E = WW* ^ F2LQ. Let i/0

be the operator 2X= -x LgWLg". Since W is a partial isometry with initial projection

£,£e and final projection £, LgWLg" is a partial isometry (in £(A/)') with initial

projection LngFxLQLg" and final projection LgELg". Therefore, U0 is a partial

isometry in £(A/)' with initial projection £ß (condition (ii)) and final projection

OO 00

2    E"sELg" <    2    EgF2LQLg" < £ß.
«= —oo n= — oo

Clearly, i/0 lies in 51 and, thus, from finiteness of 51, we get that its final projection is

LQ. Now let U be the unitary operator (in 51) defined by U = U0 + (I — LQ), and

we have

UF{LQU* = UqF^LqU* = WFXLQW* = E

and

00

2    L"sELg" = 2 L"gUF{LQU*Lg" = u{ 2 L"sF,LQLg") U* = ULQU* = LQ.
n— — oo

In order to show <f>(£2£ß) = <p(£,£ô), we will show £2£ß = £. For this, define

P — F2LQ — E; then PE = 0 and, for each n E Z, n ¥= 0, P is orthogonal to

LgELg" because P < F2LQ, LgELg" «£ Lj£2£ß£^" and £2£ß is a wandering

projection. Since 2X=_X LgELg" = LQ and P = PLQ, P = 0, and we are done.    □
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Theorem 3.7. $(%) = £(f,).

Proof, (a) Suppose /lies in <5y, then, by Lemma 3.5(1),/= ß(f). By Lemma 3.4,

Lf= L;3(/)liesin<)(5,1).

(b) Suppose now that P lies in 5>, and Lf = <j>(P). By Lemma 3.4 there is an

orthogonal family of projections {Q„}x=0 m E0£(M)'E0 with <i>(2ß„) = Eyif) and

<j>aL"sQnLg") = Lß{/). Denote 2ß„ by £ and 2L'¿Q„Lg" by £.
If/£iF,, then there is some projection ßEC such that y(f)Q = Q and

ß(f)Q</Q (Lemma 3.5(3)). Consequently,

<t>(ELQ) = Ly(f)LQ = LQ = <f>(£0£ß)

and

4>(FQ) = Lßi/)LQ < LfLQ = 4>(PQ).

We also have ££ß < £0Lß, but since £0 is a finite projection (in £(A/)') and

<i>(££ß) = <¡>(E0Lq) implies £Lß ~ £0Lß, then £0£ß = ££ß. Consequently,

00 00 00

2j    E'gELçLg ' =    2à    EsE0LqLs 2j    Egh0Lg  Lq — Lq.
n= —oo n = — oo n = — oo

Also,

00 00 /      00 \

2    E"gFLQLg" =    2    ¿s    2 EgQkLs   \LS "LQ
n= — oo H = — oo \ £ = 0 '

00 /      00 \

=  2 ei 2 e* ¿¿""¿e = 2^£¿0¿r = lq.
n= -oo \A=0        /

Now we can use Lemma 3.6, with £, P in place of £,, £2, and we find that

(¡>(FLQ) = <t>(PLQ), which is a contradiction.    D

Proposition 3.8. Suppose f lies in £F, a«¿, /or euery projection N, in C, q>(fN) =

<p(N). Then there is some P E 5>, wifA <f>(P) = Lf and 2x=_xL^PLg" = I (i.e., the

corresponding subspace is full).

Proof. From Lemma 3.5(1) we know that/= ß(f). Therefore, 1 = <p(I) = <p(/)

= <p( ß( f )) = <p( y( / )). But y( / ) ^ 1 ; hence y(f) = 1. Hence, with the notations of

Lemma 3.4, 2^=0ß„ = / and <t>(2x=0LgQnLs") - Lf. An easy calculation shows

that

00 /     00 \

2    Lks    2 L"gQnLg-"\L-k = I,
k=-oo        \ n = 0 I

and this completes the proof (P = 2X=0 L"sQnLs").    D

Let §2 denote the set of all/ E SF, with cp(fN) = y(N) for each projection NEC.

Then we have

Corollary 3.9. £C£,) = <K{P E 51,: 91t(P) w/«//}).

Proof. One inclusion was already proved in Proposition 3.8. For the other, let

P £ 5>, be a projection such that 91t(P) is full, i.e., 2x=_xLnsPLg" = I. Since
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P £ 5V </>(P) = Lf and/ E f,. If for some projection A E C, <p(fN) < <p(A), then

(f>(PLN) = LfLN < LN = (f>(E0LN). We can use Lemma 3.6 to obtain <$>(PLN) =

4>(E0LN), which is a contradiction.    □

The next proposition was proved in [4]. We obtain it here as a special case of our

analysis.

Proposition 3.10. (1) a fixes Z elementwise if and only if every pure invariant

subspace of L2 has the form RVH2 for some partial isometry v in Lx. (2) M is a factor

if and only if C = {0, /} and each pure invariant subspace of L2 has the form RVH2

for some partial isometry v in Lx.

Proof. (2) follows immediately from (1); hence it suffices to prove (1).

Assume a fixes Z elementwise; then SF, = {/£ %: f< 1}, and for every pure

invariant subspace 91L of L2 we have

<KP(91t)Hl=<i>(£0) = </>(P(//2)).

From Corollary 2.5 it follows that 91L = RVH2 for some partial isometry v in Lx.

For the other direction, if a does not fix Z elementwise, then there is some

nonzero projection A in Z with a(N)N = 0. Let/, in Z, be 1 + A — a(N); then/

lies in $2 and, thus, Lf = <f>(P) for some P E 5\ with a corresponding invariant

subspace M that is full. If 911 = RVH2 for some partial isometry v E Lx, then

££911 = RvL"gH2 for each « £ Z. As 911 is full, RVL2 = L2, and Rv is a unitary

operator because 51 is finite. Therefore, if we let ß be the projection onto 911, and

ß0 is the one onto H2, then ß = RVQ0R^ and, consequently (Corollary 2.5),

<f)(P) < </>(£0) = 1. But <i>(P) = Lf^ 1. Therefore, 9His not of the form RVH2.    □

4. Subalgebras of £. In [4] it was shown that, when a fixes the center of M, every

a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ which contains £+ is of the form (1 — Le)t ® LJL+

for some projection e in C. We shall extend this result here.

Let 911 be a pure invariant subspace of £2; then 5J(9H) = {£/££:£/91Lç9H}

is a a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ that contains £+ . Conversely, let 55 be such an

algebra and 911, the subspace [55]2 (i.e., the closure, in £2, of 55). Then 911, is an

invariant subspace and 911 = 911, 0 (~^n>0 L"s91L, is a pure invariant subspace of £2.

By [6, Theorem 1], 55 = 55(911,) (because £7[5J]2 C [55]2 implies L,ty E [55]2;

hence £yE55). Also, the subspace r\n>0Lg6JïL[ is a reducing subspace for £+;

hence it is the range of a projection in £' (=51) and, consequently, 55(911) =

55(911,) = %.
We conclude that, in order to obtain all the a-weakly closed subalgebras of £

containing £+ , it is enough to consider those of the form 53(911) for some pure

invariant subspace 911.

Suppose 91L, is a pure invariant subspace, for i = 1, 2, with tj>( P( 91L, )) =

<í>(P(91t2)). Let ß, be the orthogonal projection onto 91L,; then, by the discussion in

§2, ß2 = P„ß,P* for some partial isometry v E Lx, and R*DRV > Qx. In this case

55(91L2) = {T E £: ß2Pß2 = Pß2} = {T £ £: RVQXR*VTRVQ,R*V = TRVQXR%]

= {T: RVQXTQXR*V = RJQR*V)

ç {T: RIR&TQ.RZR» = P^^ß.P^Pj = 55(91L,).
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Hence, by symmetry, 55(911,) = 55(9H2). It suffices, therefore, to consider, for each

/Ef,, just a single pure invariant subspace 91L with <p(P( 91L)) = Lf. Such a

subspace can be obtained by Theorem 3.7. The set of subspaces that can be obtained

by the procedure of Theorem 3.7 will be denoted by S.

Lemma 4.1. W,91t = 911/or each t E R and 91L E §. Consequently, 0,(55(911)) =
55(911) and e„( 55(911)) Ç 55(911), n G Z.

Proof. Let P be P(91t) for some 91L £ S. Then P = Ix=0L'¿QnLg" for an

orthogonal family {Q„}x=0 of projections in £0£(A/)'£0 (see Theorem 3.7). It is

enough to show that WtL"gPLg"W* = L"gPLg", n>0, t E R, because 911 is the

range of 2^=0 L"sPLg". We fix n 3= 0 and t in R, and note that

Wt=    2    e2"k'Ek   and   L¡PLS~" =  2 L"g+kQkLg"~k;
k =-oo A=0

then

W,L"gPLg-"W* =     2    e2",k'EkL"g+lQLg"-'e-2,"in"Em
m.keZ.

I>0

oo

/=0

The second equality above follows from the fact that L"g+lQ¡Lg"~' is in

En+lt(M)'En+¡. Therefore, H^9H=91l for (6R and 91L E S. Since ß,(Lf) =

W,LfW*, it follows that 0,(55(911)) = 53(911), and the last assertion follows from

the representation of e„ as the integral (convergent in the a-weak topology when

applied to operators) /0' e~2vi"'ß, dt.    D

Lemma 4.2. For x E M and k>0, LxLgk lies in 53(911) (where 91L is a pure

invariant subspace in S) if and only if x E Dkm=]a~m(A) where A = {x E M:

LXP = 0} (P = P(91t)).

Proof. As was seen before, P = 2x=0L'gQ,Lg' for some orthogonal family of

projections {ßX=0 in E0t(M)'E0, and Q = 2^=0£iP£s"" is the projection onto

911. Then

00 00 /    00 \ 00

ß= 2 L"gPLg"= 2 L"g\ 2E'gQ,Lg-l\Lg-"= 2 ¿ÍW,
n=0 n=0       \/=0 / /=0

where C, = 2'n=oßn- Let 9IL„ be the range of L"gC„Ls~n; then 911= 2~=0 © 91L„,

91L„ Ç £„(£2), and LxLgkGJln C En_k(L2). Hence, LxLs~k maps 9IL into itself if

and only if it maps 91t„ into 9Hn_A for each « > 0 (where we let 911, = {0} if / < 0).

Let 9lm be the range of Qm, for m » 0; then 91t„ = 2^=0 © £«9Lm. For a fixed

n> k,LxLgk maps 9lt„ into 91L„_^ if and only if

LxLgk 2   © L"g%m Ç  2   © Lrk%„.
m=0 m=0
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This occurs if and only if LxLgk vanishes on Ll<%m for each « s* m> n — k. For

k>n>0, LxLgk maps 91t„ into 91L„_t (= {0}) if and only if it vanishes on £«9lm

for each n > m > 0.

Considering an arbitrary n > 0, we see that LxLgk lies in 55(911) if and only if it

vanishes on L"s(Üim for each n> 0 and n 3= m > max(— 1, n — k). We can write this

condition in a different form. Let 91t1 be the subspace 2"=0 © L£9l„; then one can

easily check that LxLgk lies in "35(911) if and only if it vanishes on 2*='0 L¿f 9111; i.e.,

if and only if Lx vanishes on 2* =, LJmGM). But 91L1 is the range of P; hence LxLgk

lies in 55(911) if and only if LxLgmPLg" = 0 for each k>m>\\ i.e., if and only if

La„(x)P = Lsn(LxLgmPLgn)Lgm = 0 for each k>m>\.    D

Lemma 4.3. For P E 5\, denote by e the range projection of<t>(P)(eE £(Z)). Then

{x E M: LXP = 0} = {x E M: Lx £ £(Af)(l - e)}.

Proof. Set J = {Lx E £(Af): LXP = 0}; then J is a strongly closed two-sided

ideal in £(M) (since P E £(M)'). Hence J = £(A/)A0 for some projection A0 E

£(Z). For each projection A, in £(Z), A lies in J if and only if AP = 0. Since <j> is

faithful, this occurs if and only if <i>(AP) = 0; i.e., if and only if N<j>(P) = 0. Since

A0 is the largest projection in £(Z) D J, A0 = 1 — e.    □

Let e be a projection in £(Z). We define 55(e) to be the following subset of £:

%(e) = {T Et: ek(T) E (1 - ek)t(M)Lks for each k E Z}, where ek =

V ~1, a"m(e), for k < 0, and e¿ = 0 for A: > 0.

Lemma 4.4. P/¡e projections {ek}x= _ M defined above satisfy, for each n, k E Z,

(*) en(l-ek){l-ak(e„_k)) = 0.

Proof. We will distinguish between four cases:

(1) When n 5= 0, en = 0 and (*) is obvious.

(2) When n < 0 and k > 0; then

ek = 0,    en=  V «--(«),   e„_fc =  V«"-(e)
m=1 m= 1

and

«*(^-J=    V    a"-(e)> V a-(e) = eII.
m= 1 —A rM= 1

Henceen(l-a*(en-*)) = 0.

(3) When rt < n < 0, then en_k = 0 and we have to show en^ek. This is clear

since — n < —k.

(4) When n < k < 0, then e„ = V;!,«-^^, ek = V^eT^e) and afc(eB_fc)

= Vm=i-*a~m(i0- For 1 < w< -fc, a~m(e)^ek and for -A: + 1 < m < -n,

a~m(e)<ak(en_k). In both cases a~m(e)(\ - ek)(\ - ak(en_k)) = 0. Now (*)

follows from the definition of en.    D

Remark. If / lies in £°°, then ek(Lf) = Lf(k)Lkg for each k E Z. Indeed, for each

x EM and each k EZ,

lxxp*8*8* ••■*«)(«) = | J'    M J^'
A: times
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Hence,

Ek(Lf)  - Ln,n = LEktn - Lf(k)rS*-'S = Lf(k)LS-

Theorem 4.5. (1) For each projection e, in £(Z), 55(e), as defined above, is a

a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ that contains £+ . (2) For each a-weakly closed

subalgebra 55 of £, that contains £+ , there is some projection e, in £(Z), such that

55 = 55(e).

Proof. (1) Fix a projection e in £(Z). 55(e) is clearly a linear subspace of £ and

contains £+ since ek = 0 for k > 0. Now, let T and S, in £, be £y and Lg,

respectively, and assume they both lie in 55(e); i.e., for each k E Z, ek(T) = Lf(k)Lg

and £^(5) = Lg{k)Lg both lie in (1 - e¿)£(A/)££ (see the remark following Lemma

4.4). We wish to show that en(TS) lies in (1 - e„)t(M)L"s for n £ Z; this will prove

that 55(e) is an algebra. But e„(TS) = Lu,g)(n)L"s, where (/*g)(n) =

2^=_00/(/c)a/[(g(« — A:)). Hence, it will suffice to show

¿/<*)«<(g(n-*)) G (1 - en)t(M).

Since L/w E (1 - ek)t(M) and £g(n_A) £ (1 - e„_ft)£(Af), this follows im-

mediately from Lemma 4.4.

The algebra 55(e) is also a-weakly closed since ek is a-weakly continuous for each

k E Z and (1 - ek)t(M)Lg is a a-weakly closed subspace.

(2) Let 55 be a a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ containing £+ . By the discussion

preceding Lemma 4.1, there is a pure invariant subspace 91L E § with 55 = 53(911).

For P = P(91l), let e E £(Z) be the range projection of <¡>(P). We claim that

55 = 55(e).

Let Pbe in 55, then ek(T) E 55 for each k E Z (Lemma 4.1); hence, ek(T) = LxLks,

where x lies in C\~!ixa.~m(A), A = {x E M: LXP = 0}, when we understand the

intersection over an empty index set as M (Lemma 4.2). Using Lemma 4.3 we find

that ek(T) lies in Aml,(l - a'm(e))t(M)Lkg (where the intersection is t(M)Lks

when k 3* 0). Thus ek(T) lies in (1 — ek)t(M)Lg, as defined following Lemma 4.3,

and Plies in 55(e). Therefore 53 C 53(e).

Using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2, again, we see that efc( 53(e)) C 55. Consider the

subspaces [55]2 and [53(e)]2. We know [53]2 C [55(e)]2, since 55 C 53(e), and

£j55(e)] ç [55]2. As 2£A = /, [55(e)]2 = [55]2. By [6, Theorem 1], 55 = 55(e).    D

As a special case, we have (see [4, Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5])

Corollary 4.6. (1) Every a-weakly closed subalgebra 55 of £ which contains £+ has

the form 55 = (1 - Le)£ ® Lß+ (for some projection e E C) if and only if a fixes Z

elementwise.

(2) £+ is a maximal a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ if and only if M is a factor.

Proof. (1) Assume first that a fixes Z elementwise; then a m(e) = e for each

e E Z and ek = e (with the notations of the preceding theorem). Hence, each such

algebra is of the required form.

On the other hand, if a does not fix Z, then a(e)e = 0 for some projection e £ Z

and 55(e) will not have the form (1 - Le)t + Let+ ■
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(2) From Theorem 4.5, £+ would be a maximal a-weakly closed subalgebra if and

only if Z = CI.    □

One can also check the following:

Corollary 4.7. a acts ergodically on Z if and only if there is no a-weakly closed

subalgebra of £ that contains Let © ( 1 — Le)t+ ( for some nonzero projection e in Z)

and is different from £.

We conclude with the following result.

Proposition 4.8. Let % be a a-weakly closed subalgebra of £ that contains £+ and

let 91L be an invariant subspace. Then 91L is ^-invariant (i.e., P9H C 91L for each

T E 55) if and only //91L 0 £891L C e(L2), where 53 = 55(e).

Proof. We can write 9H as an orthogonal sum of a pure invariant subspace and a

reducing subspace. The latter is clearly 55-invariant; hence we assume 911 is pure.

Then 91L is 55-invariant if and only if 55(911) D 55; i.e., if and only if e0 < e, where

e0 is the range projection of </>(P(9H)). Since <f>(e) = e- oo, this is equivalent to

<|>(P(91l)) < 4>(e). As <i>(P(91t)) < oo, this holds if and only if P(9H)^e (in
£(A/)'). But e lies in the center of £( A/)' and thus 9H is 55-invariant if and only if

P(9H)«e.    D
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